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Translation is a much-neglected area ofEFL instruction, long shunned by many 
within the field of ELT. However, there are various kinds of translation and 
some can be very effective pedagogical instruments. A course in]apanese-toｭ
English literary translation in EFL college programs in]apan has demonstrated 
its effectiveness in developing students' written expression in English. A 
rationale for this approach lies within the relationships across languages and 
across the modalities of L1 reading and L2 writing. This needs to be unified 
with an understanding of practice, in partic凶ar， teacher-student conferencing 
and peer collaboration. It is hoped that a synergism1 will emerge from further 
study and research on this topic along with more teachers ass凶ning positive 
views toward this kind of translation instruction and attempting to undertake 
it in their classrooms. 
翻訳はEFLの授業で非常に軽視され、 ELTの分野の多くの教師によって長ら

く避けられてきた領域である。しかし、翻訳には様々な種類があり、使い方に
よっては大変効果的な教育手段になりうるものである。日本語から英語への文
学作品の翻訳演習を行う日本の大学でのある講座は、翻訳演習が学習者の英語
での文章表現力を養うのに有効であることを既に示している。このような教授
法の理論的根拠は、異なった言語の聞の相互関連性および\第 1 言語の読解力
と第 2 言語の文章表現力の問の相互関連性に存するものであり、実践方法の理
解、とりわけ教師と学習者の問での相談や学習者同士の共同作業のやり方につ
いての理解が統合される必要がある。このテーマについてのさらなる研究の進
展と、この種の翻訳演習の授業に肯定的な見解を持つより多くの教師による教
室での実践が相乗効果をあげることが望まれる 。

D… language (ιL 1η) 泊 Eng1ish as a foreign language (αEFLυ) instruc-

tion , including observations ofthe benefits ofL1 use 泊 theL2
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(second language) writing process , has been go泊g on for some time 
泊 the literature of English language teachlng (EIη. Yet it seems when 
language teachers hear the word translation in thls context , most reｭ
coi1 and think that it is an outdated and ineffective way of teaching. 
Howatt (1991) has noted that the practice of translation has been deｭ
nounced so strongly for so long that many teachers stil1 proscribe its 
use in language learning as a matter of principle. Discussion about how 
translation might be effectively employed as a teaching methodology 
in language classes barely registers a blip as one scans the professional 
field of ELT publications and conference presentations. 

Translation is general1y associated with the grammar-translation 
method, an application of the traditional approach used to teach the 
c1assicallanguages of 1瓜in and Greek, in which instruction is provided 
almost ent註elyin the students' native language and the focus is on the 
explanation of grammar rules , the memorization of native language 
equivalents of target language vocabulary, and the translation of readｭ
凶g passages 泊 thetarget language that are selected without particular 
regard to content or level of d江ficulty into the native language (see 
Howatt, 1991).ηlÌs method is believed by advocates and practitioners 
of communicative approaches to hlnder severely the successful acquiｭ
sition of functional use of the target language (e.g. , see Brown, 1994; 
Rivers , 1981). 

It is 加lportantto recognize, however, that there are various types of 
translation and a number of ways in whlch it can be uti1ized as a very 
productive pedagogic device 泊 language c1asses. Widdowson (1979) 
has affirmed that in some circumstances certain kinds of translation 
indeed may provide the most effective means of learning. From 1990 
to 2000 , 1 taught a course 加 ]apanese-to-English 1iterary translation , 
fl.fSt 泊 the intensive English program of a two-year college and later in 
the EFL program of a u凶versity. The ]apanese students' proficiency 
levels were gene削除企omlower to upper泊termediate. Although lackｭ
ing the emp廿ical evidence of a control1ed comparative study, my diｭ
rect experience with the work of mor・ethan 1ラostudents has provided 
compe随時 supportfor the assertion that the English translation texts 
that出eyproduced often demonstrated a higher order oflanguage strucｭ
ture and expression than writing products generated from standard 
assignmenお 泊 compositionand ac 
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gral components of the process and language students who are transｭ
lating receive considerable practice with them. The involvemeot of 
speaking and listening will become clear in the discussion of teacherｭ
student confereocing and peer collaboration. 

TIlis article does not at all contend that such a translation course by 
itself is sufficient to fully develop students' L2 writing skills. Rather, it 
presents a basis for the argument 白atLl-to-L2 translatioo entails comｭ
plexandm凶tiple interrelationships between reading and writing, inｭ
cluding an impo目antrelationship between Ll reading and L2 writing, 
which can effectively advance second language writing skills and 
proficiencies. 百leinstructional methodology for the approach to Japル
nese-to・English literary translation that is discussed in this art�c1e has 
been presented in detail previously by Porcaro (1998), who gives titles 
and authors of many texts that were used successfully in the translaｭ
tion course. The summaries of the classroom methodology that follow 
are derived from that artic1e. 

Read泊g/WritingConnections 

A number of studies have explored interlingual and intralingual r，白d
泊g and writing relationships , and researchers have considered the 
pedagogical implications of their findings. 10 a study of Chinese and 
]apanese students of English as a second language 覺L) at universities 
m 出e U.S. , Carson, Carrell, Silberstein‘Kroll l and Kuehn (1990) used 
writ泊gprompts for essay samples and cloze pぉsagesin both the first 
languages and English in order to analyze second language 1iteracy in 
terms of both interlingual transfer and intralingual input. They found 
that literacy skilIs can transfer across laoguages , but the pattern and 
strength of this transfer vary according to first language and educaｭ
tional background and experience. The results also indicated that readｭ
ingab出町transfers more easily企omL 1 to L2 than does wri仙19ab出ty，
suggesting 白atLl reading skills can have some impact on L2 reading. 
However, the weak correlation between L 1 and L2 writing for the ]apaｭ
nese students aod the absence of a correlatioo for the Chinese learners 
suggested the possib出町of very limitedヲ 百any， exploitation of L 1 writｭ
ing in ESL wri凶19 pedagogy. The authors conc1uded that L2 literacy 
development for adult ESL lean】むち is a complex phenomenon 凶volv

ing multiple variables , and that particularly at higher levels of pro白

ciency, intralingual input may be veηr 卸】portant for L2 literacy skills 
devdopment. 

Underscoring the complexity of these relationships are the results 
of other studies of ]apanese students that followed the work of Carson 
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et al. (1990). In their examination of japanese u凶versity students' Enｭ
glish expositoηT writing, Hirose and Sasaki (1994) investigated several 
factors that might have influenced the quali町 ofthe writing product. 
They found that L 1 writ凶gability was highly correlated with L2 writｭ
恒gability and formu1ated the hypothesis that “japanese EFL students' 
compos泊g competence (measured by the quality of Ll writing) and 
L2 proficiency both influence the quality of their L2 wri白19" (p. 219). 
Kubota (1998) investigated rhetorical structures injapanese Ll and 
English L2 essays. The findings of her study indicated that students 
who wrote well in japanese co凶d beencoぽagedto apply the L 1 writｭ
ing strategies that 出eyused to ESL writing as well. On the other hand, 
those who wrote poorly injapanese could be expected to need extenｭ
sive training in how to organize ideas e百ectivelyfor ESL writing. 
日sterhold(1990) hi偵lightsthe eni.伊naticre加ionshipbetween readｭ

ing and writing using three mode1s of the reading-writing connection. 
The directional hypothesis holds that “ reading and writing share strucｭ
tural components such that the structure of whatever is acquired 泊
one modality can 出en be applied in the other" (p. 89). But this transｭ
fer can proceed 泊 onlyone direction, most common1y from reading 
to writ泊g . The nondirectional hypothesis is an interactive model 泊
which “ reading and writing are said to derive 仕oma single underlying 
proficiency, the common link being that of the cognitive process of 
constructing meaning" (p. 90), and transfer can occur 泊 eitherdirecｭ
tion. 刀le bidirectional hypothesis cIaims that reading and writing are 
not on1y interactive, but interdependent as well. Gousseva (1998) sucｭ
cinctly applies the reading-writing connection to 白elanguageleam・

ing process, as follows: 

The development of literacy involves development of writｭ
ing and reading as conjoined activities with shared cognitive 
processes that shape each other, and are affected by (and afｭ
fect) the context 凶 which they occぽ. (unpaginated) 

In the context of secondjforeign language learning , Cummins (as 
cited in Eisterhold, 1990) cIaims “ there is an underlying cognitivejacaｭ
demic proficiency that is common across Ianguages that allows transｭ
fer of literacy-related skills across languages" (p. 9ラ). Eisterhold adds: 

It appearち thatL 1 literacy skills αn transfer to the second lanｭ
伊ugeand are a factor in L2 literacy acquisition.. ..百le general 
process of acq凶ringL2 writing and reading abilities ap戸~...to
be influenced by the transfer ofLlliteracy skills that affect the 
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中Jalityof L2 rロdingand writing quite apart from what can be 
l白rnedfrom the second language itself. (p. 99) 

Ll-to-L2 Translation 

The almost ent廿elyneglected area of second lang凶ge learning involvｭ
泊gL l-to-L2 translation exposes a reading-writing connection hitherto 
unexamined, namely, the relationship across languages and across 
modalities ofLl read加gand L2 writing. Rivers and Temperley (1978) 
have insightfully described the translation process that 1eads us into 
this area , as follows: 

The production of an acceptable translation 凶o English is 
[forstuden臼]...a means for developing sensitivity to the meanｭ
泊gsexpressed in a stretch of discourse in one's own language 
and to the different linguistic mechanisms used by the two 
languages to convey these meanings. Students leam to transｭ
late ideas, not words. 官邸 type of exercise is, therefore, an 
analytic activity. Through a comparative examination of the 
syntactic and semantic systems of English and the native lanｭ
guage and the cultural contexts in which they operate, stuｭ
dents attempt to expand their own potential for expression 
in the English language. (p. 337) 

There are, however, just a few disparate studies that have 加vesti

gated the element of translation from L 1 in relation to second language 
writ凶g. Friedlander (1990), for example, reviewed a number of studｭ
ies , which indicated that Ll writing strategies could positively affect 
L2 composing. He sought to identify the circumstances in which adult 
ESL writers' Ll could be more helpful than the L2 加 recalling knowlｭ
edge about a pa口icularsubject. His study of Chinese-speaking ESL stuｭ
dents at a U.S. university confirmed his hypothesis that ESL writers 
would be able to plan more effectively and write better English L2 texts 
when they could plan for their writing in the language of the topic 
knowledge and白entranslate into English. That is to say, students who 
planned in Ch.inese for the given topic that related to a Chinese experiｭ
ence generated English essays that were superior in quality to those 
written by students who planned for that topic 出 English. This kind of 
task is a long way from 1iterary translation, but perhaps the resu1ts of 
the study suggest the role played by schemata from student-translaｭ
tors' Ll background in their engagement with a 1iterary text in the conｭ
struction of meaning and in the reconstruction 泊to Eng1ish of that 
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text that 泊 its essence is inseparable from its social and cultural oriｭ
伊ns.

Kobayashi and Rinnert (1992) compared compositions of the same 
students that resulted from two different writing processes. One was 
written directly 泊 L2 English and the other was composed in the first 
language and then translated by the writer 泊to L2 English. The subｭ
jects of the study were ]apanese EFL students at a u凶versityin ]apan. 
Although there are very important differences between translating a 
text one has written oneself and translat凶g a given Ll text , the findｭ
ings from the research should be considered. 1t was found that the 
students produced significantly better L2 English compositions , in 
terms of quality of content, organization, and style, by writing via trans-ｭ
lation (from]apanese) than by writ泊g directly 泊 L2 ， although the stuｭ
dents 泊 thelow proficiency group 泊 theirstudy benefited more from 
translation than the students in the high proficiency group. Syntactic 
complexity was also greater 泊 the translations , but there were more 
C汀ors that interfered with intended meaning in the translations of the 
highe叫evel students than in their direct writing. Some of the 凶p1ica

tions of these findings relate to those drawn by Friedlander from his 
study. Kobayashi and Rinnert noted that the use of the first language 
especially by lower-level students might enable them to explore ideas 
fully within their own intellectual and cognitive boundaries. Thus, they 
could benefit 仕omLl use 泊 this way, especial1y 泊 the prewrit泊gand

planning stages. At the same time , they cautioned that the extensive 
use of translation of one's own L 1 text hinders writing fluency and the 
development of other L2 writing ski11s. On the other hand, genu泊c

translation from a given L 1 text 泊toL2 English can be an e百ective lanｭ
guage learning methodology at all proficiency levels. 

Uzawa (1996) has confirmed the fact of the scarcity of empirical 
data on translation in the framework of language learning. Her work 
was a comparative study of L 1 writing, L2 writing, and translation proｭ
cesses. The subjects were ]apanese ESL students studying at a Canaｭ
dian college. The research design included think-aloud protocols , obｭ
ser・vational notes , a questionnaire, and interviews, in addition to the 
writing samples. The translation task (from Ll ]apanese 泊to L2 Enｭ
glish) was from a magaz泊e article and expository 凶 nature ， as were 
位le topics for Ll and L2 writing. 1t was found that scores on langu 
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marked, however,“the participants were freed from the cognitive acｭ
tivities of generating and organizing ideas, and [thus] were able to conｭ
centrate on linguistic activities" (p. 288). This seems to ignore the conｭ
siderable cognitive transaction with the given Ll text in the construcｭ
tion of meaning that is an integral element of the process of translation 
and the Ll reading/L2 writ泊gconnection. Nevertheless , she noted that 
those students in her study whose scores were relatively high in the L2 
writing task responded that translation is more helpful for language 
use than L2 writing. She concluded that translation tasks may be useｭ
ful for second language learning in that the process requires learners 
to use words , expressions , grammar, and syntax that are a little beｭ
yond their present level. 

Ll Reading/L2 Writing Connection 

We need, then , to pursue further these aspects of the integration of 
reading and writing 泊 theprocess of L 1 ・to-L2 translation. Firちt ， on the 
nat町e of the processes of reading and writ泊g， Zamel (1992) has stated: 

1t has become commonplace to characterize the act of writｭ
ing as a meaning making, purposeful, evolving, recursive , diaｭ
logic , tentative, fluid , exploratory process. Recent research 
and theory in reading have shown us that these terms can be 
applied as well to the act ofreading. (p. 463) 

At the same time , meaning is culture-specific. Readers bring their 
own schemata to their transaction with a text 泊 order to construct 
meaning. When reading, Goodman (1994) has noted: 

百le reader [constructs] a text parallel and closely related to 
出e published text. It stays the same yet is a di百erenttext for 
each reader. The reader' s text 泊volves inferences, references, 
and coreferences based on schemata that the reader brings to 
the transaction. And it is this reader's text that the reader comｭ
prehends and on which any later retelling is based. (p. 148) 

Remarkably, this description re1ates almost literally to the process 
undertaken in translation as well. The task of translation involves stuｭ
dents f註st in an understanding of the Ll text, and literary text in parｭ
ticu1ar is inseparable from its social and cu1tural origins. Brannen ( 199乃
has made the point as follows: 
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All translation is the translation of culture , whether considｭ
ered narrowly as the transfer of meaning expressed in one 
language into equivalent expressions in another language, or 
broadly on a socio・semiotic scale embracing a range of 
semiotic systems. (p. 169) 

Students, therefore , consciously apply the schemata from their ]apaｭ
nese background and go on to reconstruct ( “retell") the Ll text in writｭ
泊g 凶 English. In the process of translating a literary text , students 
attempt to deepen their understanding of its social and cultural backｭ
ground , and to reexamine i臼 essence so that they can apt1y communiｭ
cate itin En副ish. They are involved 泊 a transaction with the Ll text in 
order to construct an equivalent L2 English written text that 
“ reproduce [s] the greatest possib1e degree of the meaning of the origiｭ
nal [text] " (Newmark, 1988a, p. 66). This is a unique application ofthe 
interrelationship of the processes of reading and writing, in which the 
L 1 literary text provides “comprehensible input" (Krashen , 1987) for 
writing. The resultant English translation text contributes “ compre
hensible 泊put" not only back to the L1 text but also to the students' 
reading of their own L2 products and the published professional 
translation(s) that are later read and compared with the texts that they 
themselves have constructed from the same Ll source text. Studentｭ
translators are involved in acts of reading and writing , as described 
above by Zamel, with continual re-reading of the liter・ary text along 
with a writing process that includes drafting, consulting dictionaries, 
reflecting, conferring, collaborating, revising , and editing that is deｭ
scribed 泊 detai1 by Porcaro (1998) and discussed below. 

Ll Lit白羽ηr Tex白 andMethodology 

Very carefully selected extracts from works ofLlliterature for translaｭ
tion offer ]apanese college and university EFL students a u凶que opｭ
po江田lityto explore the dimensions of both languages and to develop 
written expression 泊 Eng1ishthat is of a nat町eand qua1ity both differｭ
ent from and beyond the products of standard composition 泊 the secｭ
ond language. Duff (1989) has commented on the value of translation: 

Translation deve10ps three qua1ities essential to alllanguage 
lear百ing: flexib山町， accuracy, and c1arity. It trains the learner 
to従arch (flexib出町)for白emost appropriate words (acclUョcy)
to convey what is m，白nt (clarity). 官邸 combinationof freedom 
and constraint a110ws the students to contribute their own 
出ough臼 toa discussion that has a c1ear focus-the text. (p.η 
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The text requires that 、tudents consider various aspects of meanｭ
泊g they have extracted and rethink it in terms of the target language 
so that as little is added and as little is lost as possible" (Rivers & 

Temperley, 1978, p. 329). They need to think 泊~om the meaning to 
the words and not the other way round" (Duff, 1981 , p. 22) , and let 
thought shape language , not language structure thought (p. 20). As 
Newmark (1988a) has noted, accuracy in a communicative translation 
is basically lexical, and thus students must engage 泊 a mental struggle 
to choose the words for their translations. The grammar can be treated 
more flexibly, so they must undertake transpositions and shifts of strucｭ
tures and changes of word order over a wide range and depth 泊 order

to produce as fluent and as economical a translation as they can. Yet 
meaning is shaped by sentence structure as well. These language 
choices are determined by the needs of the target language as “ lan
guage structures reality" (Duff, 1981, p. 111). 

Text Selection 

百le rationale for using Ll Oapanese) literature is that it more suitably 
elicits the kind of language encounter 白川 has been described 泊 this

article as compared with essays or newspaper and magaz泊e articles , 
for example. 1n my teaching experience 1iterature is far more interestｭ
ing to the students. 1t gives them a genuine sense of purpose and 
achievement to render well a work by a renowned author and to be 
able to compare their work with professional translations, and it en・

hances their appreciation and enjoyment of good literature 泊 itself.

The teacher's wide reading of Ll 1iterature，泊 仕le orig泊al or good 
translation, is important for choosing texts that are most suitable for 
students and the teacher himjherself, and for accumulating a reperｭ
toire of texts from which 初 出laginative and effective syllabus can be 
developed. There is a very wide range of ]apanese 1iterary texts at variｭ
ous levels of diffic叫tythat can be used. Short stories of moderate length 
are very convenient to work with and excerpts from novels, as well as 
different forms of poetηT， may be chosen and used successft�y. 

The determination of appropriate extracts from the literary works 
is absolutely critical. 1 generally use a few continuous pages from stoｭ
ries: a scene with the principal characters , a highlight or pivot of the 
story, or a scene representative of the story as a whole. A combination 
of narrative and dialog, with minimal description, generally works best, 
heeding the observation that “ narrative , a sequence of events, is likely 
to be neater and closer to trans]ate than description, which requires 
the mental perception of adjectives and 恒国ges" (Newmark, 1988b, p. 
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ラ0). The teacher needs to consider with much care the level of lanｭ
guage structure and vocabulary that w出 be requ廿edto render the L 1 
text into the L2. Consultation with a native L1 speakerwith background 
in the L1literature , high proficiency in 仕le L2 , and ideally some expeｭ
rience in translation, can be veηT instructive. 

Teaching 1ヤ'anslation in EFL 

As Newmark (1991) has po泊ted out, teaching translation within lanｭ
guage teaching needs to be distinguished from teaching translation. 
The teacher for such a course , or one using 1iterary translation as a 
component 凶 a general writing course , need not have a high com・

mand of the L1 , nor be a 1iterary scholar or translator, but certainly 
should have studied the language in some depth and acquired a good 
understanding of its basic structure and gra紅unar， a functional base of 
vocabulary, and some reading ability. Ready and reliable access to an 
L1 consultant is quite important. At the same time , the teacher should 
be familiar with some fundamental principles and practices of translaｭ
tion itself, such as the principles of equivalent effect and equivalent 
frequency of usage , and the treatment of the repetition of words , 
、mptywords, " collocations , metaphors , cultural words and allusions, 
and ambiguity. While endorsing the role of translation as a valuable 
resource 泊 the foreign language classroom, Stibbard (1998) has cauｭ
tioned: 

[S]uch translation must be grounded in a sound understandｭ
凶gof the princip1es that should underline all translation acｭ
tivity. If there is no such understanding of the many factors 
that influence the translation process , then translation will 
not be a usefu1 pedagogical too1. (p. 69) 

Research , consultation , careful planning and preparation , and deｭ
tailed attention to students' work and individual needs make possible 
the literary translation instruction discussed 加 the present article. 

Beginning the Translation Process 

After the teacher has introduced the literary work and the author to 
the class, students are assigned the L 1σapanese) text to read carefully 
several times so that they understand the story and the partic叫ar scene

that they will translate , as well as to examine e1ements such as the 
structure , vocabulary, style, and tone of the piece. Further discussion 
of the content of the text and attention to particular translation prob-
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1ems are taken up as students move through the translation process 
itself. This is a ho1istic approach in which students' work begins diｭ
rectly on the texts. Duff (1989) notes: “ Translation, unfortunately, is 
something you 1eam only by do泊g"(p . 13). 

Although literary translation methodology must focus on students' 
products ヲ it should simultaneously accept the following affirmation 
by Stibbard (1998): 

Translation as a teach泊g activity should be concerned with 
the process and skill of translation and only with the end prodｭ
uct in so far as it arises from sound skills development . 百le

general student benefits from merely working toward soluｭ
tions, understanding the factors that determine decisions and 
from evaluating these decisions. The final product is for our 
purposes of less importance than the work that went into 
producing it. (p. 73) 

Teacher-Student Conferencing 

Students are assigned appropriate quantities of the Ll literary text to 
translate 釦 draftform in approximately equa1 portions each week spent 
on the translation task. Having reviewed the drafts in students' noteｭ
books in advance of the class meetings and made some editorial markｭ
ings and comments, 1 have a brief conference in class with each stuｭ
dent on hisjher draft while the others are involved 担 peercollaboraｭ
tion. Usual1ya few points are treated with the class together. The 
teacher's response to students' d.rafts and the conferencing are crucial 
parts of the translation writing process as the d.rafts always need a lot 
of further work, which, of course, is normal even for professional trans戸

lators. 
In reviewing students' d.rafts , the teach.er may use a good published 

professional translation (somet凶les 同TO or three are availab1e) as a 
guide along with the original L 1 text. To understand how a teacher 
with limited L 11anguage proficiency can capably deal with the drafts , 
it is very impo目antto understand that by this point in the instructional 
process hejshe has already very careful1y studied the assigned text in 
the manner that has been described, seen the d.rafts of all the students 
and often had the experience of using the text with past c1asses. That 
is, hejshe has worked with as many as dozens of translations of the L 1 
text , and continues to review various points relevant to the translation 
with native Ll speakers as well as the cu汀ent students. 

In her study of teachers' responses to student writing 泊 ESLinstruc-
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tional settings, Zamel (198ラ) reported a number of implications that 
apply with as much or more relevance to teacher-student contとrencing
泊 Ll-to-L2 translation instruction and its foundations. She advises that 
teachers respond to students' writing with “ text-specific strategies , 
directions , guidelines , and recommendations" and that “ the concem 
[be] with the communicative effectiveness ofthe text" (p. 9ラ). Transｭ
lation conferencing focuses on elements such as word choice , accuｭ
racy, grammar, usage , word order, fluency, and style , but the essence 
of translation , as we have seen , is precisely its “ communicative effecｭ
tiveness" and this is the principal dimension of students' work that is 
the focus of conferencing. As Zamel urges teachers to he1p students 
understand , student-translators especially are sensitive to recognize the 
need to address meaning-level issues in the text f凶t

Zamel (198ラ) also tells us that students “ must be made to underｭ
stand that texts evolve, that revision is to be taken literally as a process 
of re-seeing one's text, and that this re-seeing is an integral and recUfｭ

sive aspect of writing" (p. 96). Throughout their work on a literary 
text , student-translators 紅e involved 泊 a continual process back and 
ゐrthbetween re-reading the L 1 text and re-reading and re-writing their 
L2 translation texts. There is an inherent understanding of the necesｭ
sity and value of this process. The instructor's facllitative assistance 泊
conferencing with students reinforces the essential impo目anceofconｭ
t泊uaI clarification and exploration of both the L1 literary text and the 
L2 translation text in order that meaning is c1early and accurately deｭ
rived. 

Zamel (198ラ)concIudes with another statement particularIy relevant 
to the relationship between student-translators and the native-speaker 
English teacher 泊 anEFL setting: 

To respond by participating in the making of meaning means 
that we no longer present ourマ;elvesas authorities but act inｭ
stead as consultants , assistants , and faci1itators. Thus , rather 
than making assumptions about the text, taking control of it, 
and offering judgmental commentary...we need to estab1ish 
a collaborative relationship with 0町 students ， drawing attenｭ
tion to problems , offering alternatives, and suggesting possiｭ
bilities. (pp. 96-97) 

In the course ofLl-to-L2literary translation , this re1ationship quite 
naturally occurs in that students in fact are better placed than the 
teacher to make meaning from their transaction with the L 1 text. Stu-
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dents are able to impart to the teacher meanings and deeper underｭ
standing of that tex:t, while the teacher helps students to improve their 
L2 translations by point泊g out the merits and insufficiencies therein 
and guiding them toward solutions to problems. In this way there is a 
u凶queform of two-way teaching and learning, a special sharing beｭ
tween the teacher and students with mutual acknowledgement and 
appreciation of both languages and cultures in a rewarding , interacｭ
tive foreign language learning experience. 

Translation Processing 

Ivanova (1998) has reviewed several studies on translation processing 
and noted that research into language learners' translation strategies 
has found that students tend to engage primarily in lower-level pro・

cessing during comprehension, translation production , and monitorｭ
凶g. This includes focusing on lexical and syntactic problems while 
disregarding tex:t-level aspects. Seguinot (as cited 泊 Ivanova， 1998) has 
suggested that potentially good translation students “work back and 
forth from the translation to the text.. .mo凶toringfor meaning, meanｭ
凶g loss , for structure, cohesion, register, and style" and, thus , teachｭ
ing is most effective when iぉ focusis on improving revision strategies 
(p. 98). These remarks reinforce the necessity of effective teacher-stuｭ
dent conferencing as discussed above and the conjunction of peer colｭ
laboration as outlined below in the methodology ofLl-to・L2 literary 
translation for EFL students. These operations are essential in order to 
obtain positive outcomes from the translation process itself and high 
quality L2 translation products in the end. 

Generally most problems with Ianguage use in translations 泊tothe

second language are due to interference, which , according to Newmark 
(1991), occurs when any feature ofthe so町celanguage is carried over 
inappropriately into the target language text and falsifies or makes 
ambiguous the meaning of the text or violates usage. Malmkjaer (1998) 
has noted that even bilinguals experience interference 泊 onewayor

another, and translation practice develops both awareness and conｭ
trol of interference. 

Peer Collaboration 

At each class meetingヲ studentscollaborate among themselves by comｭ
paring and discussing partic凶arpo泊ts of their dra丘s-especially those 
that the teacher has noted as needing correction or change -and alterｭ
natives and possible solutions to problems. Some research studies , 
however, have found peer collaboration problematic in ESL!EFL set-
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tings. For example，泊 a detailed study of peer response groups of stuｭ
dents 泊 anESL freshman writing class at a U.S . 山tive~i~， Connorand

Asenavage (1994) found that although students made many revisions 
泊 their essays , few were the result of direct peer group response. They 
stated that the small impact on revisions from pee~' comments in the 
groups was disa ppoint加gand that they needed to reconsider some of 
the practices in their ESL writing program. On the other hand，泊 a

study by Lockhart and Ng (1993), after undergoing carefully planned 
凶tialtraining sessions, Chinese students enrolled in an L2 writing class 
at a university in Hong Kong responded positive1y in a questionnaire 
to their participation加 peerresponse groups. The researchers reported 
the fol1owing benefits of peer responses , which apply as well to the 
unique circumstances of the L l-to・L2 literary translation process: 

It is useful in helping write~ to receive feedback on ideational 
aspects of their writing.…lt enables students to become more 
aware of the impression their writing creates in their readｭ
ers.... It seems to improve the writing abilities of the 
reader... [and it enables students] to clari行 positions and to 
negotiate between the meaning conveyed by 白e write~and

the meaning perceived by the readers. (p. 23) 

Peer collaboration on L2 (Eng1ish) translation drafts can be highly 
successful and provide the major 凶put for the revision process that 
leads to successfully written final products. The teacher's review of 
白chstudent's draft and the t伺cher-studentconferences establish what 
aspec白 ofthe drafts need further work. Since students work from the 
same L 1 text, each has a shared interest with all the other classmates in 
both giving and obtaining 泊put to test solutions and resolve the transｭ
lation problems each faces , though each student, of co~e， is responｭ
sible for produc泊g 泊 the end his!her own translation. 

Peer col1aboration supports and advances the reading-writing conｭ
nections that have been discussed as the foundations for L l-to-L2 1iterｭ
ary translation 泊 EFLsettings. Although Gousseva (1998) 泊vestigated

an L 1 university freshman composition class, her analysis of peer reｭ
views also applies well and perhaps even more aptly to the trans1ation 
setting. She has noted that the subprocesses of revision in writing and 
critical reading are highly related and derive from similar thought proｭ
cesses. Peer reviews, she believes, can be a powerfullearning tool in 
this regard, providing students with valuable oppo白山tities to deve10p 
critical reading skills. Indeed, in the process approach to Ll-to-L2 trans-
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lation tasks advocated here, peer collaboration involves students in 
critical reading of others' L2 English texts as well as re-reading their 
own and the original Llliterary text from which all the drafts are deｭ
rived. This critical reading is further applied later when they read pubｭ
lished professional translations of the same L lliterary text that are evaluｭ
ated and compared with their own. Even there they discover that these 
professional L2 translation tex臼 are not flawless in terms of acc山acy

and construction of meaning. Finally, as Gousseva has po加ted out, peer 
collaboration also increases students' motivation for writ泊g; assists 
theminga泊加g confidence 泊 theirwrit加gand in their ab出町to learn 
from one another and themselves; provides opportu凶ty to develop 
metalanguage usefu1 for thinking and talking about writ泊g; and enｭ
courages an awareness ofwriting as decision making as they reflect on 
alternatives , make choices, and consider the reasons behind their 
choices. 

Concluding the Translation Process 

After each week's work of drafting, reviewing, conferencing, and colｭ
laborating on successive portions of the assigned text, students revise 
and edit their drafts. When work on the entire assigned text is comｭ
pleted , students submit final copies of their translations. These are 
evaluated holistically with careful attention to accuracy, fluency, and 
style. Grammar, syntax, and vocabulary use are also closely examined. 
1 correct, change, and reconstruct elements of the text only where 
necessary, tampering as little as possible in order to maintain the integｭ
rity and individuality of each translation. Papers 紅e returned to stuｭ
dents with written comments and copies of published professional 
translation(s) of the literary text. Students are asked to examine and 
compare theirown texts with the professional translation(s) alongside 
the original Ll text in order to see, consider, and discuss altemative 
ways to render parts of the original L 1 literary text, as well as to idenｭ
ti行 flaws 泊 accuracyand the construction of meaning in the profesｭ
sional translation(s). This work is discussed in the final class for the 
particular text and 泊lportantlyadds further to the conviction students 
have already developed that translation is a process and may involve 
multiple 泊terpretations as well as uncertainties. It instructs them to 
hold regard for the integrity of白eirown work . 官邸 brings closure to 
the translation task. 
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Conclusion and Research Recommendations 

This article has presented a rationale for instruction of L1 (Japanese)ｭ
to・L2 (English) literary translation in college EFL settings to support 
the methodologicaI approach described by Porcaro (1998). Theory and 
practice are interactive and interdependent. While theory informs pracｭ
tice, what works in practice must be incorporated with theory in the 
formu1ation of a unified and understandable approach to pedagogy that 
bears meaningful outcomes that advance the Ianguage development 
of foreign language learners. 

This article has attempted to convey an understanding of the founｭ
dations that support the practice of one kind of translation that can be 
a very effective means of language learning. However, much further 
work in this area of instruction and leaming needs to be done, includｭ
ing empirical research. Yet , one of the factors sti1llimiting further studｭ
ies is the fact that very few EFL teachers are involved in any instruction 
of this kind. It is hoped that a synergism will emerge in which more 
and more teachers assume positive views toward translation instrucｭ
tion and attempt to undertake it in their c1assrooms whi1e research 
further explores and clarifies the issues involved and thereby strengthｭ
ens its theoretical and methodological foundations. 

Perhaps the most fundamental question needing emp廿icaI quantitaｭ
tive research regards the assertion in this paper that translation develｭ
ops EFL learners' writing abilities 凶 ways different from and beyond 
usual writing tasks. Specifically, does translation instruction from suitｭ
able L 1 1iterary texts into L2 English raise the quality of second lanｭ
guage writing of college EFL learners to any greater degree or in any 
different manner than the c01uposition '"司itingtasks that are completed 
directly in English 泊 a general writing course? It must be 泊lplicit 泊 an

empirical investigation 出at integral to the translation task is the judiｭ
cious selection of literary texts and the employment of the instrucｭ
tional/learrting methodology of process writ泊gthat includes teacherｭ
student conferencing and peer collaboration as discussed in this paｭ
per. Within this research, the spec凶caspects of students' writing that 
may be affected need systematic ìnvestigation , as wel1 as does the naｭ
ture of the process involved in translation. For example , in looking 
凶to the translation strategies employed by students , the inclusion of 
think-aloud protocols 
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conviction of the teacher on the outcomes from such a course. The 
collective translation work of more than 1ラo students over a period of 
ten years, along with composition and academic writing coursework 
from a number of the same students for comparison, has provided me 
with convincing documentation of the effectiveness of translation inｭ
struction as described in this article and 泊 Porcaro (1998) for foreign 
language acquisition and for the development of L2 writing compeｭ
tence. Nevertheless, emp廿ical evidence based on an appropriate reｭ
search design will be needed to establish the legitimacyand effectiveｭ
ness of this approach. 

My experience has been that students find satisfaction, reward, enｭ
joyment, and challenge in the task of L1 σapanese }to-L2 (English) liι 
erary translation. Students working with selected texts from a rich field 
of L1literature 凶 a translation writing process that includes teacherｭ
student conferencing and peer collaboration has generated remarkｭ
able English language products. (See the Appendix for a representaｭ
tive example .) 百le methodology, with an understand泊gof its foundaｭ
tions , needs to be appreciated and applied on a far greater scale in the 
wor1d of EFL instruction. 
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Appendix 

Following is the fmal copy of a translation of the delicate and challengｭ
ing text ofthe short story, Am丘~gasa ， by Yasunari Kawabata , written by 
a second-year university student in the translation course described in 
this article. The student's errors remain intact. 

Umbrella 

lt was a spring rain , 1ike a nùst , which didn't get one wet, but someｭ
how dampened the skin . 百le girl who rushed outside noticed 仕le rain 
for the first time. “lt 's ra註1ing?"
官官 boyhad opened his umbrella to cover his shyness as he passed 

in front of the shop where the girl was sitting rather than to protect 
himself from the rain. 

But the boy held the umbrel1a over the girl in silence. She came 
under his umbrella in only her one shoulder. Though he was gett泊g
wet, he co凶dn't come closer to her and ask her to come in. While she 
wanted to hold the handle of the umbrella with him, she looked as 江
she was about to get away from his umbrella. 

Theywent 泊to a photo shop. His father, who was a government 
official , planned to transfer far away. This was a farewell photograph. 

“ Please sit side by side over 出ere." The photographer pointed to a 
sofa, but the boy couldn't sit with her side by side. The boy stood beｭ
h凶d the girl and his finger, which he put on the sofa , touched her 
haori lightly because he wanted to believe that their bodies were someｭ
where connected. It was the frrst time he touched her body. His fmger 
felt her faint temperature and he felt a warmth as if he hugged her 
naked body. 

As long as he 1ived , whenever he looked at this photograph , he 
would remember her body temperature. 

“ May 1 take another photograph? Sitting side by side. 1 want to take 
the upper half ofyo町 bodies . "

百le boy only nodded and whispered to her. “Your hair?" 
百le girllookec,l up at the boy, blushed , and then ran to the makeup 

room gently like a child with her eyes shining with bright joy. 
When she had seen him passing in front of the shop, she had rushed 

outside and had had no time to arrange her hair. She always was worｭ
ried about her disheve1ed hair that looked as if she had just taken off a 
bathing cap. But she was a shy girl who couldn't do up her hair in front 
of a man. The boyalso had thought that what he had told her to do up 
her hair would have embarrassed her. 
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The brightness that she went to the makeup room brightened him 
also. With this brightness , the boy and the girl sat close together on 
the sofa as a natural act. 

As the boy was go泊g out of the photo shop , he looked for his umｭ
brella. As he looked casually, he noticed that the girl , who had gone 
out before him, had brought the unlbrel1a and stood outside. She didn't 
rea1ize that she had brought his umbrella and gone out until she was 
seen by him. And then she was surprised. With her casual behavior, 
might she have indicated that she felt that she was his? 

The boy couldn't ask her to hold the umbrella. The girl also couldn 't 
hand the umbrella to him. But it was a different way from which they 
had come to the photo shop. Sudden1y they had become grown-ups , 
and they went back with a feeling 1ike a married couple. That was 
caused on1y bya thing about an umbrella. 




